
REPORT UPON X COLLECTION OF PLEISTOCENE 
h1XIilR/fALS FROhl TIN-BEARING DEPOSITS IN A 
LIMESTONE CAVE NEAR IPOH, KINTA VALLEY, 

PERAIC* 

Early in 1957 Mr. B. A. V. Peacock. then Curator of h4useums. Pcrak 
bluseum. Taiping. Perak. sent me for identification a number of fossil inammalian 
remains found at a depth of about thirty feet in the deposits filling a limestone 
cave (Tanibun) in the Kinta Valley, near Ipoh. Perak. These specimens (now in 
the collection of the University of Malaya, ICuala Lumpur) are of interest as thcy 
represent several forms that have not before been recorded from the Pleistocene 
of Malaya. As Mr. Peacock suggests, it seems conceivable that the fossiliferous 
deposits of this cave mav be related to the series of terraces of the Perak river 
in which specimens of the Tampanian culture have been found. The Tampan 
industry (Collings, 1938; Sieveking, 1960) was discovered on the Kota Tampan 
rubber estate on the west side of the Perak river about 3f miles south of Lmggong, 
Upper Perak. and according to Movius (1944, p.113; 1949, p.404; 1955, p.5311532) 
very probably belongs to the same Lower Palaeolithic complex as the Early Soan 
of the Punjab, the Earlv Anythian of Upper Burma. the Qoukoutienian of 
northern China. and the Patjitanian of Java, providing additional proof of the 
widespread occurrelice on southern and eastern Asia of the chopper/chopping-tool 
tradition during Early Paiaeolithic times. This complex of cultures is placed by 
Movius in the late Middle and early Upper Pleistocene. 

The only datable fossil thus far obtained from tin-baring deposits of Perak. 
viz., a molar fn-ment of Pu lueo lo .~~d~t~  tzm~zadicus Falconer 8: Cautley) found 
at a depth of tweleve feet at Salak North. at the southern end of Lake Chenderoh. 
Perak (Andrews. 1905), points to a Middle Pleistocene age of the deposits in 
question. as it belongs to a species characteristic of the Middle Pleistocene 
Stegobl-Ail~cropodr~ fauna1 complex or the Sino-Malayan fauna (references in 
Hooijer. 3955. pp.S-5). It is, therefore, of interest to find that the mammalian 
fossils from the tin-bearing deposits of Tambun. Ipoh. reported upon in the present 
paper. include several characteristically Middle Pleistocene fornls as well as others 
that are somewhat less reliable as diagnostic time markers. An account of the 
material thus far recovered is given in the following pages. 
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Hippopotamus spec. 

The shaft ot an immature ri&t radius (5711.1) can be referred to a hippo- 
potamus. Fossil hippopotami. often referred to as Hct-uprotcxIotl, are known fronl 
L r l y  to Upper Pleistocene in India and Java (Hooijer, 1950). and they have :llso 
been found irl the Pleistoccne of Bunna :~nd Ccylon, but are unknown from China. 
A slxit ic determination of this immature bone from Tambun is not possible. 

Cervus (? Ru.sa) spec. 

Two specimens of the lower right second molar, 5711.12, 26 by 17 mm, and 
571 1.26. 23.5 by 15.5 mm, are as large as those of the living sambar, Ritsa lo~icolor 
IKerr). This species is known from the Middle Pleistocene of China (Colbert and 
Hooijer. 1953). while teeth very similar to those of thc sambar are found in the 
Pleistocene of Java as well. In the absence of more diagnostic specimens the 
large Tambun cervid cannot be identifiea with certainty. 

Duboisia santeng (Dubois) subsp. 

Two lasr molars. one of the upper jaw, &l3 sin. (57i 1.10), and the other of 
the lower jaw, kI, sin. (57/1.11), are indistinguishable from their homologues in 
the extinct antelope D~cFisia scuzrerlg (Dubois) from the  middle Pleistocene of Java 
(Hooijer. 1958). They are well within the limits of individual variation of the 
specimens in the Dubois Collection as shown in table 2. 

TABLE 2. 

Measurements of Duboisin smteng (Dubois) (in mm) 

Tarnbun. Perak Pleistocene, Java 
(I-lwijer. 1958) 

length - - - - - 19.5 17-20.5 
anterior width - - - 15 14.5-17.5 
length - - - - - 11.5 19-25 
anterior width - - - 9.5 9.5-1 2 

The reference of the following postcranial remains to the present fornl is 
provisional; they agree with the Pleistocene bones from Java most probably 
belonging to Duboisiu: 5711.19, lumbar vertebra; 5711.8, segment of mesosternum; 
5711.3, radius dext.; G.S. 17, proximal part of radius dext.; G.S. 9, 11. 14, and 
21, shaft ponions of femur: 57! 1.24, proximal end of tibia sin.; 5711.9, distal end 
of tibia sin.; 5711 2 1 .  distal end of tibia dext.: 57 ; 1 .  18. calcaneum sin.: G.S. I. 
proximal part of metatarsal dext. 

Duboisiu has never before k e n  recorded from Pleistocene deposits outside 
Java; i t  is most closely related to the two living Indian antelopes, Tetrlrcerlis 
quc~lricor?li.s (Blainville) and Boselnpl~us tragocunlelus (Pallas) (Strernme. 191 1:  
Hooijer, 1958). 
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Bibos c.q. Bubalus spec. 

The presence of a large bovine in the Tambun collection is attrstcd by the 
following remains: 57,' 1.14, M:, sin.; 571 1 .J, processus spinosus of thoracic 
verte.bra: 5711.17. proximal end of calcaneum dext.; 5711.25. dislal fragment of 
metatarsal. Most of the rib fragments 57/15,  20, 27, and G.S. 3 and 16 (one 
specimen). G.S. 3. 5. S, and 10 bzlong to a large bovine, too. 

The above listed specimens may be either Bibos (seladang or tzmadau) or 
Bubolrts (water buffalo). both ot which are known from the Middle Pleistocene 
on upward in Java (Hooijer, 1958) as well as from the Middle Pleistocene of China 
(Colbert and Hooijer. 1953). 

The only remaining specin~rn from the Tambun cave. 5711.28. is less well 
mineralized than most of the others, and is a cervical vertebra of a small carnivore, 
cf. Cynogale. 

* * * 

If the specimens recorded ajovc are unified as to age they represent a fauna 
that is at most Middle Pleistocene in age. The most diagnostic element appears 
to be Duhoisia, previously known only from the Middle Pleistocene of Java. The 
hippopotamus likewise is inconlpatible with a post-Pleistocene age of the deposit. U - - 
The rhinoceros, the suid, the large deer, and the large bovine may all belong to - 1 

living species but are very similar to Middle Pleistocene fossils, either from Java 
(Rhit~oceros, Sus). or from China (Xusa), or both (Bibos c.q. Bubalns). The two 
extinct elements in the fauna, Duboisia and Hippopotamus (Hexaprotodon) indicate 
the afinities of the Pleistocene fauna of the Tambun cave to be with that of Java 
rather than with that of China, from which both Dlcboisiu and Hippopota~nus are 
absent. On the othcr hand, Palaeolo.rodon narrzadicus, recorded by Andrews 
(1905) from similar Pleistocene tin-bearing deposits in Perak, is an extinct species 
which is not found in Java, where it is replaced by Elephas hysudrir~dicus Dubois 
(Hooijer. 1955). but which is found in the Middle Pleistocene of India, Burma, and 
China. It is to be hoped that further and larger Pleistocene collections from the 
tin-bearing deposits of hiIalaya will come to light to enable us to make more 
extensive comparisons with the known faunas of southern and eastern Asia than 
is at present possible. 
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